A Biblical Point of View on Homosexuality

By Kerby Anderson

What percentage of our population is homosexual? What did Jesus teach about this issue? What is the “pro-gay” movement? In this practical guide, Christian apologist and radio host Kerby Anderson sorts through myths to deliver the facts on homosexuality, its impact on society, and the implications for those seeking to help gay friends and loved ones. 128 pages, softcover from Harvest House.

A Biblical Point of View on Intelligent Design

By Kerby Anderson

What percentage of our population is homosexual? What did Jesus teach about this issue? What is the “pro-gay” movement? In this practical guide, Christian apologist and radio host Kerby Anderson sorts through myths to deliver the facts on homosexuality, its impact on society, and the implications for those seeking to help gay friends and loved ones. 128 pages, softcover from Harvest House.

A Biblical Point of View on Islam

By Kerby Anderson

In the midst of a fog of political correctness, readers today are eager for accurate information about Islam. Kerby Anderson draws on years of research and experience to clear up misconceptions, address concerns, and provide a biblical perspective on the world’s second largest religion. He answers questions about the basic beliefs and structures of Islam and offers guidance about the Christian response:

What are the five pillars of Islam? What are the main teachings of the Qur’an? Does the Qur’an promote suicide bombers and martyrdom? How do Muslims view the Christian world? What is the extent of the threat from radical Islam?

Readers will discover a fuller picture of the Muslim faith and the role of Islam in the world, as well as helpful advice for reasoning with Muslims from the Qur’an and the Bible about Jesus.
A Biblical Point of View on Spiritual Warfare

Every Christian feels the effects of the spiritual warfare that takes place in the unseen, supernatural dimension. It’s felt when temptation strikes. It’s felt in the struggles between making right and wrong choices. It’s felt through a wide variety of influences all around us. How can believers protect themselves?

Current issues expert Kerby Anderson surveys the Bible’s guidelines for dealing with spiritual warfare and provides answers to the hard questions people are asking: What is the key to victory over temptation and sin? Is Satan for real, and how does he influence us? Can a believer be demon-possessed? What do angels do, and how are they different from people? How can Christians keep from being spiritually deceived?

This clear and concise guide deals with the many misconceptions people have about Satan, demons, angels, and spiritual warfare. A helpful resource for standing strong in the faith.

Arts, Media, and Culture: A Biblical Point of View

Christians wonder how they are to relate to the culture. Should they merely separate from the world or is there a place for them to transform culture? How does that apply to art and media. What does the Bible say about art and music?

These are significant questions that deserve thoughtful answers. The contributors to this book provide practical, biblical answers so that Christians can evaluate art, media, and culture with biblical discernment.

Christian Ethics in Plain Language

By Kerby Anderson

This book provides a comprehensive introduction to Christian ethics, suitable for individual study or textbook use in a Bible college or seminary. The first four chapters survey of the field of Christian ethics before focusing on specific issues. Eighteen chapters confront all of the issues faced by believers today, including a discussion of racial issues that goes beyond black and white, business ethics on this side of Enron, and war and international relations in light of today’s headlines.
Christians and Economics: A Biblical Point of View

By Kerby Anderson
Economics affects our daily lives, and Christians need to think about how to apply biblical principles to money, investment, borrowing, and spending. This book looks at broad economic principles, the challenges we face from globalization and tough economic times, and other important social and economic issues that we face every day.

Kerby Anderson is the President of Probe Ministries and is the host of “Point of View” radio talk show. He is the author of fifteen books.

Christians and Government: A Biblical Point of View

By Kerby Anderson
Government affects our daily lives, and Christians need to think about how to apply biblical principles to politics and government. This book provides an overview of the biblical principles relating to what the apostle Paul calls “governing authorities”. This book not only looks at the broad founding principles but also provides an in-depth look at other important political and governmental issues.

Kerby Anderson is the President of Probe Ministries and the host of “Point of View” radio talk show. He is the author of thirteen books.

Creation, Evolution, and Modern Science

By Dr. Ray Bohlin, ed
A collection of articles written by Probe Ministries staff addressing the collision of creation and Darwinian evolution with an introduction to Intelligent Design theory.
Cultural Captives by Stephen Cable

Many different perceptions of the status of religion among American young adults exist in the literature. In particular, are evangelical young adults growing in strength, or holding their own, or dissipating into a reflection of the culture at large?

Stephen Cable attempts to find an answer backed up by multiple relevant surveys of young adults religious and cultural beliefs. The analysis, including a new survey done for Probe Ministries, provides a sobering look at the challenges facing evangelical leaders.

Darwin’s Racists: Sharon Sebastian & Dr. Ray Bohlin

Mere generations ago, a man named Charles Darwin introduced his Theory of Evolution which permeates today’s society. Its premise is that some groups of people are less evolved than others and, therefore, inferior. As a result, millions have died when targeted by race, class or disability. This insightful book explores how Darwin’s theory has impacted society over the last 150 years.

Dr. Bohlin’s Package

For Dr. Bohlin’s course offering, this package includes Discovering the Designer, Darwin’s Racists, and Creation, Evolution and Modern Science.

Evidence, Answers, and the Christian Faith

A collection of articles written by Probe Ministries staff laying out basic Christian evidences for the deity of Christ and the divine origin of Scripture, and including answers to some common objections to the faith.
Into the Void: The Coming Transhuman Transformation

Today’s technological progress is mankind’s greatest achievement, but may lead to total destruction. Technological progress consumes more than it produces, it pursues its own ends not that of humanity. Despite apparent immediate gains, technology makes the human plight worse through exhaustion of resources and spiritual slavery. The solution is as simple as the problem is sublime, step away from the edge of the abyss slowly.

Lawrence Terlizze holds a PhD in Theological Studies from Dallas Theological Seminary and is a Research Associate with Probe Ministries.

Making the Most of Your Money in Tough Times

By Kerby Anderson

Financial tough times are limiting jobs, hurting families, depleting savings, and threatening futures. But a difficult economy can become the catalyst for you to turn to God’s Word as you evaluate money, its power, its purpose, and its potential. Kerby Anderson presents a biblical view of money to offer hope and wise direction as you consider:

• godly views of giving, saving, borrowing, and spending money
• how to evaluate “name it, claim it teachings” through God’s Word
• embracing financial integrity at home, in churches, and in business
• how to apply biblical stewardship to our economy
• ways to invest and protect money during lean or uncertain times

Whether you are tightening your financial belt or experiencing monetary blessing, you will discover how to honor and serve God with your resources, be a diligent servant, and reap the riches of faithfulness.

On Two Wings

On Two Wings: Humble Faith and Common Sense at the American Founding by Michael Novak

Contrary to the thinking of those who wish to downplay the importance of religion in the founding of America, Novak presents a compelling case that religion worked hand in hand with reason and common sense in establishing the new nation.
Poverty and Wealth: Why Socialism Doesn’t Work

Ronald A. Nash shows why socialism leads to deprivation rather than abundance.

Although this book is over two decades old, the principles it teaches still apply. Nash shows that market economies lead inevitably to abundance and political freedom because they are based on reality. By contrast, socialism results in equal deprivation for the majority and abundance for the privileged few. As William Simon says, “Nash’s book presents a clear and concise lesson in the real world of economics for Christians who genuinely wish to help the poor, and who are prepared to learn from the mistakes of the past.”

---

Signs of Warning, Signs of Hope: Kerby Anderson

Were you born between 1946 and 1964? If so, chances are excellent that you—like your 76 millions baby boom brothers and sisters—are on a collision course with seven coming crises.

Crisis of Purpose—Physical breakdowns, loss of parents, and the surrender of youthful dreams, signal your appointment with the gut-wrenching question, “Is this all there is?”

Crisis of Disillusionment—Every American generation has retired wealthier than their parents. Yours won’t. Are you ready to cope?

Crisis of Priorities—Beer ads convinced us that “you can have it all,” but now our generation has too many choices and too little time. Which priorities will you choose?

Crisis of Relationships—We are in the era of disposable relationships. Selfishness and convenience have replaced duty and commitment as the ties that bind. But for millions, those ties are now unraveling.

Crisis of Loneliness—Like the characters in the TV sitcom Cheers, do you long for a place “where everybody knows your name”?

---

Technology and Social Trends: A Biblical Point of View

Technological and societal change is all around us. What does the future hold? Trying to predict the
future is difficult, but we can get a clue from the social and technological trends in our society. The chapters in this book provide a framework as Christians explore the uncharted territory in our world of technology and social change.

The Apologetics of Jesus

A Caring Approach to Dealing with Doubters by Patrick Zukeran and Norman Geisler

Apologetics books abound, but how did Jesus defend the faith? The Apologetics of Jesus presents the Savior at his convincing best. The most tentative Christian or belligerent skeptic will find meaty arguments for the godhead of Christ through his parables, prophecies, and more. This hard-hitting resource shows how Christ led the curious to commitment.